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Continuum kinetics in NIMROD 
used to study thermal transport

Temperature equation

Kinetic closure

Parallel heat flux 

Chapman-Enskog-Like (CEL) DKE for kinetic distortion, F

(red terms have T dependence) where 
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Recent developments in 
NIMROD’s contiuum kinetics

Recent work has been to benchmark the code:
– Improvements to nonlinear solver

● Improved criteria for convergence
● Answer question about round-off error
● Linearized e-i collision operator

– Collision operator
● Careful check of collision terms
● Improved Rosenbluth potentials
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• Integrand subroutines rewritten for readability and answer question 
about round-off error
– Iterative loop more directly implements Newton’s method
– Dot routine split into linear and nonlinear parts
– Initial guess can be specified (not presently useful)

• Numerical derivatives used to linearize collision operator
– Collision operator evaluated twice with different temperatures,
– Agrees with analytic derivatives to ~8 digits
– Converges to arbitrary tolerance

Nonlinear solver improved
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A simple model of a magnetic island

Initial linear T profile flattens across island

Kinetic electron parallel thermal transport in 
slab island geometry

•

• Boundary condition: periodic in Z direction
• Use fluid closure for ions
• Use steady state solution with fluid parallel 

heat flux as initial condition
• Take large implicit time steps to rapidly 

find new steady state with kinetic parallel 
heat flux
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Kinetic code benchmarked in
high collisionality regime

*S. I. Braginskii, Soviet Physics JETP. 6, 2 (1958).

To benchmark the code we tried to reproducing Braginskii’s parallel heat flux* in the
slab island test problem.
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NIMROD implements a 
drift kinetic field operator*

*E. D. Held, et al, Phys Plasmas 22, 032511 (2015).

where
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Example Rosenbluth integrands
demonstrate singular behavior near v=v′
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An exact fit at FE nodesA least squares fit

Rosenbluth potentials projected onto FE basis

Consider approximating a function using a nodal FE polynomial basis:

Example of projecting Rosenbluth potentials onto FE basis using an exact fit at the FE nodes:
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DCUHRE* used to check accuracy
of numerical integration

*J. Berntsen, et al, ACM Trans. Math. Softw. 17, 4 (1991).

DCUHRE is a multi-dimensional adaptive numerical integrator for integrals of the form

Stops once estimates for accuracy satisfy

Features:

• Double precision

• Adaptive

• 13th order quadrature in 2D

• Hyper-rectangular region of integration

• FORTRAN 77
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Previous results compared to DCURHE code

Old code                         DCURHE code Old code                         DCURHE code 
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Symmetric integration compared to DCURHE code

Symmetric code              DCURHE code Symmetric code              DCURHE code 
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Upcoming work

• Finish work on Rosenbluth potential integrals
– Find a robust and fast way to compute
– Test on higher order FE polynomials

• Introduce electron-ion collisional friction and energy exchange
• Adaptive time step
• Use developed code in a tearing mode simulation with evolving
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